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Management of
Small Artificial Lakes
A Summary of Fisheries
Investigations, 1938-1942
GEORGE W. BENNETT
THE management of lakes for fish-ing should not be confused with fish
culture as generally practiced in the
United States. Lake management may re-
quire the products of fish culture, but its
concept is much broader in that it attempts
to discover and apply fundamental biologi-
cal principles and relationships associated
with fishes in natural or artificial waters,
with the practical object of increasing fish
yields and maintaining them. While cur-
rent literature dealing with the physical,
chemical and biological aspects of fish en-
vironment is voluminous, little is known
concerning the ecological interrelationships
of the fishes themselves, and this field offers
a great deal of promise to those investi-
gators who are called upon to find a solu-
tion to the ever increasing fishing pressure
of a recreation-minded public.
Artificial lakes, although often lacking
some of the scenic beauty of natural
waters, can be made attractive as centers
of recreation throughout much of our
country. From the standpoint of fish man-
agement, they have an advantage over
natural waters in that they are usually
smaller, and often can be drained or other-
wise rid of undesirable fish. However,
large natural lakes as well as large arti-
ficial lakes are practically bejond the scope
of the fish manager, once they become
filled with undesirable fish. Large-scale
netting operations on such waters may
reduce the numbers of these undesirable
species, but offer little assurance of perma-
nent improvement.
The material in this paper includes
information from several sources. That
gathered by Dr. David H. Thompson, Illi-
nois Natural History Survey Zoologist,
and the author, from censusing the fish of
22 small artificial lakes in Illinois has been
of great value in determining the kinds of
fish suited to this type of habitat. It has
also revealed some of the causes for poor
fish yields, as well as information on the
compatibility of various species. Angling
records supplemented by hoopnet samples
from several lakes provide a means of
measuring the effects of underfishing and
overfishing on fish populations. The case
histories of many experimental lakes in
which various combinations of fishes have
been stocked suggest the degree of useful-
ness of the different combinations in fish
management.
Objectives of Fish Management
The primary objective of fish manage-
ment is to produce and maintain "good
fishing." A definition of "good fishing"
should include the element of numbers of
fish caught per unit of time or effort, as
well as that of size of individual fish.
Numbers and sizes can hardly be defined
satisfactorily for all cases, because of vari-
ation in the kinds of fish involved as well
as in desires of the fishermen. However,
the fish manager has need of some criterion
useful (although not entirely satisfactory)
in comparing the "goodness" of fishing
waters. There is some agreement on the
criterion of numbers placed at one fish per
man-hour. In Illinois, where nearly all
catches are bass, crappies, sunfish (cen-
trarchids) or catfish, we have defined "de-
sirable size" for several common species
(Bennett, Thompson & Parr 1940, p. 3).
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This represents approximately the mini-
mum size for table use. For example, in
the hluejiill this minimum has been set at
fa inches total length or about 0.25 pound ;
in the crappie. 8 inches or about 0.30
pound. A suggested definition of a good
rtshing lake is one which produces an aver-
age catch t)f one fish of desirable size per
man-hour of effort during the fishing sea-
son, and one which will maintain this rate
year after year. Swingle 5c Smith (1^38)
in their Manai/emcnt oi Farm lish Ponds
and in other publications (1*539. 1941,
1942) say little about maintaining sus-
tained yields, except through periodic
draining and restocking.
The Hsh manager should have some
knowledge of the carrying capacities of his
lakes, and the kinds of fish that are present,
as well as the intensity of fishing pressure.
He can assume through experience some
reasonable poundage figure (based on nor-
mal increment of the fish and carrying
capacity of the lake) for cropping each
lake, to serve as a guide in the yearly har-
vest of fish. Only by controlling the fish-
ing pressure within a minimum range
around the actual optimum yield can he
have any assurance of sustained good fish-
ing. Moreover, he should have the ability
not only to recognize, but to control, cer-
tain outside influences which may limit or
upset his planned yield. For example, the
introduction of rough fish, such as carp
and bufialo. through use of bait minnows
may in time so restrict the size and abun-
dance of hook-and-line species as greatly
to reduce the yearly catch.
1 he importance of rough fish in limiting
good fishing in artificial lakes has often
been underestimated or overlooked. When
carp or buffalo gain entrance into these
lakes, they greatly influence the success of
more desirable kinds. A change in the
status of the game-fish population may
come about through disturbance during the
spawning period of the nest-building fishes,
or rough fish may cause (through greatly
increased turbidity) such a modification of
the environment that it becomes unsuitable
to the game and pan fish. Roil\ artificial
lakes in Illinois in\ariably contain man\
rough fish or bullheads and small numbers
of stunted crappies and sunfish. In lakes
containing large populations of rough fish.
additional stocking of centrarchids will
not improve fishing. When the rough fish
are entirely removed, the lakes become
clear, and there is a marked improvement
in size, condition and numbers of the
game-fish population.
In some waters poor fishing ma\ be due
to an abundance of so-called forage fish,
those species that are popularly supposed
to serve as food for the desirable game fish.
How these limit the numbers of more de-
sirable Hsh is unknown, but crowding and
food competition may be important factors.
Popular misconceptions have led Illinois
fishermen or their organizations to insist
upon the introduction into artificial lakes
of se\ eral species of valuable fishes that are
not suited to this environment. The most
common fishes of this classification are the
smallmouth bass and white bass. Other
important fishes somewhat less commonl\
stocked are the walleyed-pike, northern
pike, lake trout and muskellunge—the lake
fishes of the north. The warm water and
low oxygen concentrations seasonally char-
acteristic of artificial lakes insure the early
death of such fish. In a few instances in
which they managed to survive for a time,
they were unable to reproduce successfully.
There are. however, a few species of
warm water fish apparently well suited to
artificial lakes ; these include largemouth
bass, crappies, bluegills and bullheads. Up-
on these the Illinois lake fisherman must
depend for angling. Yet problems arise
when these fish are used, because of their
great reproductive potential and the lack of
natural predators. Stunting is the most
common cause for poor fishing in artificial
lakes stocked with these species. Although
the largemouth bass is the most predatory
of these fish, it seems unable to control
populations of bluegills and crappies with-
out the assistance of heavy hook-and-line
fishing.
Evaluation of Species
More than 40 species of fish were found
in 22 artificial lakes of Illinois in the
course of censusing their fish populations.
While most of these lakes furnished little
or no fishing for a time previous to renova-
tion, several represented average fishing
waters, and a few were producing excel-
lent catches. Past yield and stocking
records are vague for many of these lakes.
Such information may be gathered from
lake owners or fishermen, but at best it is
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somewhat inaccurate. In a few instances
the censuses correlated nicely with verbal
historical information. Usually, however,
the older waters had been stocked so many
times, and from so many sources, that it
was impossible to determine the origin of
their fish. In a few instances this historical
information indicated that unfavorable
changes in fishing had taken place within
the past 5 or 6 years ; earlier these lakes
had produced good fishing, but gradually
had changed until they produced little or
none.
A perusal of Hsh censuses of the 22 lakes
gives information not only as to what spe-
cies do well in artificial lakes but also
something of their potential value in fish
management. For example, if green sun-
fish, Lepor/iis cyanellus Rafinesque, were
found in nearly all lakes, but never of sizes
large enough to interest fishermen, it might
be conceded that stocking this fish in other
artificial lakes would offer little in return
for the effort. With the purpose of mak-
ing a rough evaluation of common fishes,
the censuses were carefully studied.
Tables 1 and 2 present a partial sum-
mary of these lake censuses. Table 1 lists
the lakes and ponds with the composition
of their fish populations for more common
species given as per cents of total weight
of iish. Table 2 lists the same lakes and
ponds with their locations, areas, types of
basins, transparencies in feet at the time
their fish populations were removed, and
the total poundage of fish removed per
acre.
The status of the more important species
could have been expressed in table 1 as
per cents of the total populations by num-
bers instead of by weights, but it is felt
that the use of weights rather than num-
bers gives a better indication of the im-
portance of individual species.
The designation of "old" and "new"
under types of basins in table 2 is as fol-
lows: "New" lakes and ponds are less
than 5 years old, while "old" are from 5
to 50 years. The transparencies listed in
the next column are only relative, as con-
siderable variation may be found during
any year. However, it may be seen that
there is some correlation between low
transparencies given in table 2, and high
percentages of carp, buii'alo, bullheads and
gizzard shad, listed in table 1. The
column "Total Weight of Fish, Pounds
per Acre," table 2, is the result of dividing
the total poundage of Hsh taken from the
lake by its surface area in acres. It will
be noted that the older waters usually sup-
port the higher poundages of fish and that
lakes containing large percentages of rough
and forage fish show greater poundages
than those containing mostly- desirable fish.
In the following paragraphs, important
species are considered separately and on the
basis of the census work outlined in tables
1 and 2. The status of each species was
determined in each lake where it occurred,
and each species was considered in relation
to other species present. The arrangement
of these fish in the following paragraphs
is not sj'stematic.
Largeniouth Bass
Huro salinoides (Lacepede)
Contrary' to general belief, the large-
mouth bass does not require a habitat of
large size. It was found in 18 of the 22
Illinois lakes censused, and the bass popu-
lations averaged better in small than in
large lakes, both in numbers and in size
of individuals. Population densities varied
from a fraction to 129 fish per acre of
water. In five lakes, the bass population
made up from 14 to 25 per cent of the
weight of the total fish population. Only
one of these five lakes contained more than
a very few rough fish. Forage fish were
present in only one of the three lakes con-
taining the highest percentages of bass.
Bass made up 25 per cent of the total
population (by weight) in a lake that was
overfished. Here angling was restricted
during the spawning season, but intensive
at other times.
In the 13 other lakes in which tliey
were found, bass were less numerous. By
weight they represented less than 4 per
cent of the fish populations. All of these
lakes contained large poundages of rough
fish and forage fish (gizzard shad, golden
shiners and other minnows) and all but
three contained large populations of crap-
pies. Most of these lakes were muddy
throughout the year.
Successful largeniouth bass populations
were found in clear water. Repeated
stocking of bass in muddy lakes containing
large numbers of rough fish did not in-
crease the bass population permanently.
Small bass populations are frequently asso-
.^60 Illinois Natl'r.al History Survey Bulletin Vol. 22, Art. 3
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Table 2.—A summary of the fish censuses of 22 artificial lakes in Illinois, showing lake
areas, types of basin, transparency of water, and total poundages of fish collected per acre.
Body of Water
Weldon Springs Lake
. . .
Southside Country Club
Lake
Lower Twin Lake
Homewood Lake
Fork Lake
Farmer City Golf Course
Lake
Edwards Pond
Upper Twin Lake
Crystal Lake Club No. 1
Lake
Black Jack Lake
Delta Pond
Kline's Lake.
. . .
Jack's Lake
Shell Lake
Onized Lake. . .
.
Waltonian Pond.
Buck's Pond
Crystal Lake
Duck Pond, Pollywog
Association
Triangle Pond, Pollywog
Association
Duck Island Farm Lake .
Sportsmen's Lake
Average
.
Location
Near Clinton
. . . .
Near Decatur.
. . .
Near Decatur.
. . .
Decatur
Near Mount Zion
Farmer City
Near Kincaid
.
.
. .
Near Decatur. . . .
Illinois, near Bur-
lington, Iowa. .
.
Illinois, near Bur-
lington, Iowa. .
Jonesboro
Near Le Roy. . . .
Near Decatur
. . .
Near Clinton
. . . .
Near Alton
Near Rudemont.
.
Near Monticello
.
.
Urbana
Near Oakwood
.
Near Oakwood.
Near Banner. . .
.
Near Lincoln . . .
Surface
Area,
Acres
12.10
8.40
1.36
2.83
1.38
0.75
1.00
1.08
0.75
4.00
0.80
1.30
1.50
1.50
2.14
1.10
8.60
6.30
3.10
2.50
4.90
3.70
3.23
Type
OF
Basin
Old reservoir
.
Old reservoir.
.
Old pond
Old pond
Old pond
Old pond
Old pond
Old pond
Old pond
Old pond
New pond ....
New pond ....
New pond.
. .
Old pond
Old pond
New pond in
forest land .
Old oxbow.
. .
Old oxbow.
. .
Old strip mine
Old strip inine.
New gravel pit
Old gravel pit.
Transpar-
ENCV,
IN Feet*
1.7
1.5
0.6
1.2
1.0
0.5
3.0
0.5
0.8
2.2
2.1
1.5
3.0
1.73
Total
Weight
OF Fish,
Pounds
PER Acre
409
719
778
699
539
455
398
392
358
280
234
230
221
215
206
71
1 , 145
658
673
487
316
341
446.5
''Secehi di.sc transparency at time of renovation.
ciated with large crappie populations and
vice versa, as crappies seem to be the main
competitors of bass.
Smallmouth Bass
Micropterus doloinieu Lacepede
The smallmouth bass is not suited to
artificial lakes that depend on surface
drainage for water supply. It was present
in only 3 of the 22 lakes censused, al-
though it had been stocked in others. One
lake contained only two specimens, both
of legal size. Another lake of 1.3 acres
contained 21 of these fish, the largest
weighing 1.25 pounds; a few small ones
were collected, indicating partial spawn-
ing success. Associated with these small-
mouth bass in the 1.3-acre lake were small
bullheads, green sunfish and more than
8,500 blunt-nosed minnows.
The smallmouth is common in most
Illinois streams and is frequently stocked
in artificial lakes from this source. Almost
without e.xception, the species of fish seined
from small swift rivers are worthless for
stocking lakes, either because they cannot
tolerate lake conditions, or because they
are of little value in angling. A few small-
mouth bass, as well as several spotted bass,
were taken from a strip-mine pond in Ver-
milion County that had been flooded by an
adjacent stream.
White Crappie
Poinoxis annularis Rafinesque
The white crappie was present in 17 of
the 22 lakes, and in one lake constituted
38 per cent of the total fish population.
This species is well suited to artificial lakes
and reproduces very successfully. In 13
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of the 1 7 lakes the white crappies were
stunted. Fourteen of the lakes contained
black crappies as well as white. In all but
two. the white crappies were more numer-
ous.
In one lake where the white crappies
were of good size (and amounted to 28
per cent of the weight of the population),
they were associated with largcmouth bass,
warmouth bass and bluegills. The most
pronounced stunting of white crappies oc-
curred in shallow muddy lakes, where
they were associated with large numbers
ot rough fish. In general, white crappies
do well with other centrarchids, but must
be thinned at frequent intervals to prevent
stunting.
Black Grappie
Pof/ioxis nignt-inacitlatus ( Le Sueur)
Although black crappies were present in
1 7 of the 22 lakes, they were usually less
numerous than the white and of larger
average size. Stunting was common, due
to overpopulation and to competition with
rough fish. Reproduction in the black
crappie seems to be somewhat less success-
ful than in the white. In the overfished
lake mentioned in connection with the
largemouth bass, the population of black
crappies had been greatly reduced in num-
ber by two seasons of intensive hook-and-
line fishing. In an underfished lake, a
badly stunted population of black crappies
made up nearly 25 per cent of the total
population. Here they were associated
with white crappies, bluegills, green sun-
fish and bullheads. In the lake containing
the second largest population of black
crappies, this species represented only
about 6 per cent of the total weight of
fish, and in other lakes it constituted only
a small fraction of the total populations
(4.4 per cent or less).
Bluegill
Lepomis macrochirus Rafinesque
The bluegill is the most common as well
as one of the best fishes for artificial lakes.
It was present in 20 of the 22 lakes cen-
sused. Associated with other centrarchids,
it sometimes makes up as much as half of
the population. It stands up under heavy
fishing better than any other fish and pro-
duces more fish of desirable size than other
sunfish. However, because it reproduces in
such tremendous numbers, underfishing al-
lows it to become stunted in many waters.
In six lakes, bluegills made up from 20 to
53 per cent of the weight. Smaller per-
centages of bluegills were associated with
large populations of rough fish, forage fish
and bullheads. Stunting was common un-
der these conditions.
Warmouth Bass
Chaenobryttus yulosus (Cuvier)
The warmouth, present in 13 of the 22
lakes, is much less desirable than the blue-
gill. By weight it never represented more
than 1 1 per cent of any population and
usually much less. This species shows a
wide range of sizes among individuals be-
longing to a single brood, a peculiarity sim-
ilar to that found in the largemouth bass.
In most lakes, only a small number of fish
were large enough to interest fishermen,
while the greater number were small. The
ratio was about one or two large fish to
several hundred small ones. For all prac-
tical purposes the warmouth bass adds
little to the fish populations of artificial
lakes in Illinois.
Green Sunfish
Lepomis cyanellus Rafinesque
The green sunfish, found in 21 of the 22
lakes, is the species most frequently intro-
duced into lakes from small streams. In
lakes it multiplies very successfully, but
seldom produces fish of desirable size. In
four newly constructed and improperly
stocked lakes, it made up from 5 to 57
per cent of the fish populations. The en-
tire populations of many lakes did not
include any green sunfish large enough for
angling. The green sunfish must be con-
sidered detrimental in artificial lakes, be-
cause it competes with more desirable fish
and usually does not reach an attractixe
size itself. This voracious fish remains
close to shore and makes bank fishing for
more desirable kinds difficult.
Pumpkinseed Sunfish
Lepomis gibbosus (Linnaeus)
The pumpkinseed was found in only 5
of the 22 lakes. It was never numerous
and rarely of good size. Although some-
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what more desirable than the green sun-
fish, it is much less so than the bluegill.
Orange-Spotted Sunfish
Lepoinis humilis (Girard)
Although present in 9 of the 22 lakes,
the orange-spotted sunfish never grows to
a desirable size and should never be stocked
in artificial lakes. In one recorded in-
stance, fish of this species reached an esti-
mated population of 15,000 per acre and
crowded out other centrarchids.
Yellow Perch
Pen a flavescens (Mitchill)
The yellow perch, common in artificial
lakes of some western states, does poorly
in Illinois. In 7 of the 22 lakes censused,
it was represented by a few individuals of
small size. It seems unable to spawn suc-
cessfully in Illinois lakes and adds little
or nothing to fishing.
Yellow Bass
Morone interrupta Gill
The yellow bass was found in 7 of the
22 lakes. In only one instance had it re-
produced successfully. The yellow bass
populations were made up of a few indi-
viduals large enough to interest panfish
anglers. Because of its inability to repro-
duce successfully, and its small average
size, this fish is of little value in small arti-
ficial lakes in Illinois.
Black Bullhead
Aiiieiurus iiielas iiielas (Rafinesque)
The black bullhead was found in 20 of
the 22 lakes. It is a fish well suited to arti-
ficial lakes and of importance in lake man-
agement. Large populations of stunted fish
are common and often necessitate artificial
thinning in order to produce bullheads of
^ood size. In 6 of the 20 lakes, popula-
tions of black bullheads made up from 39
to 73 per cent of the weight of fish present.
Bullheads of large size were found in lakes
:ontaining small numbers of these fish.
The bullhead is desirable not only because
it reproduces successfully, but because it
bites readily and is easily taken by inex-
perienced fishermen. Although it tends to
keep shallow lakes and ponds roily, it will
survive under unfavorable conditions long-
er than most other Illinois fish.
Yellow Bullhead
Aitieiurus tmtalis tintalis (Le Sueur)
The yellow bullhead, less common than
the black in artificial lakes, was present in
16 of the 22 lakes censused. Populations
in this species are usually much smaller
than in the black. In 5 lakes it made up
from 0.4 to 8.4 per cent of the total fish
population
; only a few were present in the
other 1 1 lakes. Black and yellow bull-
heads are often found together, but in most
lakes the blacks are more numerous. The
yellow bullhead seems less likely to become
overnumerous and stunted than the black
species, but it is somewhat less desirable
as a pan fish.
Speckled Bullhead
Ariieiurus >iehiilosus inarniortifus ( Le
Sueur)
The speckled bullhead, common in the
Illinois River and connecting bottomland
lakes, was taken from only 2 of the 22
artificial lakes. One of these had been
recently flooded by the Illinois River, and
the other had received stock from that
source. This fish ordinarily does not re-
produce successfully in artificial lakes, al-
though some young were found in one
instance. It grows well, but cannot be
counted upon to maintain its numbers.
Carp
Cyprinus carpio Linnaeus
Carp were found in 1 7 of the 22 lakes,
although no records could be found that
any of these lakes had been stocked with
this fish. In several lakes flooded occasion-
ally by rivers, they could have entered with
flood waters. Young carp are sometimes
introduced through the use of live bait;
and the adults swim upstream and jump
the spillways into many lakes during high
water. In no lake was a large carp popu-
lation found with a good game-fish popu-
lation. Always where carp were numer-
ous, the hook-and-line fish were not only
small in numbers, but were small in size
and in poor condition. In several lakes a
small number of large carp were present.
This seems to indicate that young are not
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produced every year, or if produced do not
survive. Carp and Iniftalo are responsible
for much of the roily condition of the
water in artificial lakes, as their removal
is always followed by a pronounced in-
crease in transparency.
Redniouth BuflFalo
M cijtistninatuhus t\ f>ri/iell(i (Valen-
ciennes)
Eitiln of the 22 lakes contained red-
mouth buiialo, constituting from 2.5 to
73 per cent of their total populations.
These and other kinds of bufialo enter
lakes on flood waters. Sometimes, how-
ex er, lakes containing these fish were some
distance from rivers and it is impossible to
say how they had entered, unless through
irresponsible stocking.
Mongrel Buffalo
Ictiobtis niger (Rafinesque)
Ten of the 22 lakes contained this spe-
cies, although it was rarely as numerous
as the redmouth. The mongrel buffalo
made up from 0.4 to 12 per cent of the
populations containing them.
Smallmouth Buffalo
Ictiobus bubalus (Rafinesque)
Smallmouth buffaloes were present in 6
of the 22 lakes and were usually large in
size. Two fish from Upper Twin Lake
averaged 25 pounds each ; 24 fish averag-
ing 12.1 pounds each made up 37 per cent
of the fish population of Lower Twin
Lake. This buffalo is usually less numer-
ous than the other two, but all three often
are found together. The bufi'aloes should
be excluded from artificial lakes, as the>
are rarely caught on hook-and-line and,
like the carp, are associated with roily
water and poor populations of game and
pan fish.
Gizzard Shad
Dorosoma cepediajium (Le Sueur)
Gizzard shad were present in 10 of the
22 lakes. In some cases they were intro-
duced by floods from nearby streams. In
others they were stocked as forage fish.
They are not satisfactory for this purpose
in artificial lakes because they reproduce
in tremendous numbers and rapidly be-
come too large to be eaten by the game fish
present. In almost every case, large shad
populations were associated with small
numbers of bass. In 5 of the 10 lakes the
shad constituted from 48 to 65 per cent
of the entire fish populations (by weight),
and the game and pan fish were small and
stunted. This species is obviously not use-
ful in artificial lake management.
Golden Shiner
Xoti'/ziigonus crysoleucas aural us (Ra-
finesque)
The golden shiner, found in 17 of the
22 lakes, was probably introduced as for-
age for bass. In these lakes there w'as no
correlation between good bass populations
and an abundance of golden shiners. In
the six lakes containing the largest num-
bers of shiners, only one was maintaining
a good bass population. Shiners may serve
as forage fish when they are small, but
often become too large to be useful. They
seem to serve little purpose in artificial
lakes and they compete with more desir-
able fish for food.
Other Fish
Other fish found in small numbers in
one or several of the 22 Illinois lakes
censused are listed in table 3. Most of
these species are relatively unimportant,
either because of their lack of angling
value, inability to compete with other spe-
cies or inability to reproduce successfully
in the artificial lake habitat. The list con-
tains several fish of economic importance,
namely the channel and flathead cats,
white bass and sheepshead, which are un-
able to maintain their numbers. It also
includes several minnows of relatively
small size which reproduce successfully
and are therefore suitable as forage species
for bass and crappies, if furnished adequate
protection.
Many of these fish were introduced into
the lakes through actual flooding of these
bodies of water by nearby streams in times
of high water. When the water receded
the stream fish were left stranded in the
lakes. Others probably represent escaped
bait, brought in by fishermen.
Small numbers of hybrid sunfish were
present in six lakes. iVIost of these were
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Table 3.—List of fishes of lesser importance in the 22 artificial lakes listed in table 2;
owing occurrence, per cent of total fish populations by weight, number per acre, and ability
reproduce in small artificial lakes.
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-passinn of barnyard drainage, so that
it cannot flush directlv into the pond, and
adequate planting and protection of steep
hillsides adjacent to the ponds, fig. 1. In
two instances, ho\\"e\ er, adequate by-passes
were not built, and hillsides were not prop-
erly protected by the lake owners ; as a
size before they live out their life span.
Therefore, it is obvious that the popula-
tion level should be held at a figure below
the inaxinuim carrying capacity of the
lake. In natural waters, especialh in those
away from human habitation, a continuous
reduction of the fish population may come
Fig. 1.—A farm pond in Adams County, 111., built by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service.
Although located below a barn lot, this pond is protected from yard drainage by a levee. No
loss of fish from pollution has ever occurred here.
consequence, fish were unable to survive
in the lakes, fig. 2.
The observations of Swingle & Smith
(1939) in Alabama ponds, and the fish
yields for several years from Fork Lake
(see section following), indicate that a
lake once stocked with fish approaches its
maximum carrying capacity within a single
year. However, lakes in regions with a
short growing season, and large reservoirs
stocked with small numbers of fish, may
require two seasons.
The carrying capacity of an individual
lake may vary with the kinds of fish intro-
duced ; a lake reaches its maximum capaci-
ty when the most efficient use is made of
its food resources.
As a fish population multiplies and its
total weight approaches the maximum
carrying capacity, the growth rate of the
fishes gradually decreases until actual
stunting begins. Unless measures are
taken to reduce the population, conditions
unfavorable to growth will continue, and
the lake will produce few fish of desirable
sizes. A rapid growth rate must be main-
tained in order to produce fish of large
about through predators. These predators
are largely absent in artificial waters.
From age analyses of the complete fish
populations of several lakes, it has been
found that the broods of fish of the several
kinds present vary in numbers from year
to year. Creel census records over a period
of years likewise show fluctuations in the
abundance of the various kinds of fish
caught. These fluctuations in brood sizes
are related not only to the success of
spawning but, more especially, to the sur-
vival of young fish during their first sea-
son. Fluctuations in the numbers of young
fish surviving after their first season are
a source of trouble to the fish manager.
If large broods escape severe losses during
the early months of life, their members
may grow rapidly until their food require-
ments begin to tax the food resources of
the lake. Then they grow very slowly or
become stunted. On the other hand, very
small broods may have little food competi-
tion and make rapid growth to desirable
size, but they may not be numerous enough
to bear the fishing load when their mem-
bers should make up the bulk of the hook-
I
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and-line catch. Abnormally large or small
broods tend, therefore, to make fishing un-
certain. A successful method of cropping
must be adjusted to cover these variations.
The average length of life of important
pond fishes is variable but, in Illinois, 6
years is near the maximum for most spe-
cies. Hansen (ms. unpublished), working
on the fish of Lake Decatur, reports that
dominant broods of crappies and gizzard
>had practically disappear in 4 years.
Largemouth bass sometimes reach the age
of more than 10 years, but few attain this
age in the warm waters of artificial lakes.
Cropping for high yields, year after year,
involves a consideration of the number of
broods making up a population. Theoreti-
cally these broods (for convenience we
will use six) can be arranged to form a
pyramid of numbers, such as is illustrated
in fig. 3. The brood of the year, forming
the base of the pyramid, is the largest.
The smallest and oldest brood forms the
apex of the pyramid.
It has been estimated by Dr. Thompson,
in his work on the bottomland lakes of the
Illinois River, and by Dr. D. F. Hansen,
Assistant Zoologist of the Illinois Natural
History Survey, in his study of Lake De-
catur, that the normal or accidental death
rate (exclusive of angling) of fishes re-
duces the numbers of any given brood
during the earlier years about one-half
within a year's time. If this is true, and
if spawning is equally successful in all
years, at any given time the number of
individuals belonging to a selected brood
is twice that of the brood spawned in the
preceding year, and one-half as numerous
as the one of the following year. As the
natural death rate of fish 6 or more years
old is very high, cropping should remove
all of these older fish, and a fraction of
each of the other broods, amounting to at
least one-fourth of their total numbers.
Some means should be devised for remov-
ing a portion of the fingerlings less than
a year old and yearlings still too small to
be of value for food or angling, fig. 3.
As the crop is being taken, the fish re-
Fig. 2.—A farm pond built by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service in Schuyler County, III.
Measures outlined by the S. C. S'. for bv-passing barnyard sewage around the lake were not
followed and the first fish stocked died from lack of dissolved oxygen. Later, fencing and
planting of the slopes and by-passing most of the runoff from the barn lot so improved water
conditions that fish could live.
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maiiiiiij: in the lake are growing rapidly
and gradualh ni()\ ing up in their relative
positions in the p\ raniid <)f numbers. The
effect of controlled cropping is to hold the
total weight of fish present at a level some-
what lower than the maximum carrying
capacity of the lake. This cropping insures
an abundance of food at all times, which
in turn supplies the nourishment necessary
for rapid growth. Meanwhile, the popu-
lation, composed of individuals co\ering
a wide range of sizes, is making efficient
use of the food resources. The food re-
sources of a lake are utilized most efficient-
ly when the largest possible percentage
goes to produce new Hesli and the smallest
percentage to maintain metabolism in the
fish population. If the lake is overpopu-
lated it is conceivable that all food will be
used to maintain metabolism. If it is un-
derpopulated the fish may grow very rapid-
ly but use only a small portion of the
available food. Somewhere between these
extremes is an optimum population in
which the greatest amount of new flesh
may be produced from the food resources
of an area unit of water.
Several experiments now in progress in-
dicate that this type of cropping reduces
UNDERFISHING
OVERFISHING
the numbers in all broods so that no single
brood of any species may dominate the
lake. From the standpoint of the angler,
the fish grow rapidly, reach large sizes
and are numerous enough to maintain good
fishing.
The illegality of taking small fish in
many states makes the application of this
cropping plan difficult. Technicians should
make arrangements within their states to
demonstrate the efiects of this method.
Equal cropping of all broods in a lake
assumes that all kinds of fish present are
of equal value in fishing. Frequently this
is not the case. Often fishermen are aware
that a more valuable species is being re-
placed by one of less value, but are at a loss
as to what should be done. In these cases
special effort must be made to crop the
less desirable species much more heavily
than the others, especially among the
younger broods.
In the artificial lakes of Illinois, under-
fishing is a serious problem. As may be
seen in fig. 3, underfishing takes a very
small slice from the top of the pyramid of
numbers. In a lake that has been under-
fished for several seasons, only the oldest
fish are of desirable size. In a lake that is
PLANNED
CROPPING
FijJ. 3.—Pyramid of numbers representing a theoretical population of fishes in an artificial
lake. The population is divided into six annual broods (including all species). Successively
smaller sections of the diagram from the base to the apex indicate reduction in the numbers of
fish in each brood from natural or accidental causes (exclusive of angling). In an underfished
population, anglers remove only a small slice of the pyramid, composed of a fraction of the
older broods. Overfishing removes nearly all of the older and larger fish, leaving principally
young fish too small to be taken. A theoretical plan of cropping proposes the removal of all
of the oldest brood, and a fraction of the other broods equal to approximately one-fourth of each.
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inderfished, the total poundage of fish re-
nains at or near the maximum carrying
:apacity of the lake. The fish are living
)n a subsistence basis and grow very slow-
y, if they grow at all. Frequently fish
middle of the third summer, the remain-
ing fish were censused by poisoning the
lake. A comparison of this census with
the theoretical pyramid of numbers indi-
cates that overfishing removes the top from
Fig. 4.—Onized Lake on the recreation grounds of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company near
\lton, 111. This lake, which produced a hook-and-line yield of nearly 350 pounds of fish per
icre in 1939, represents the only overfished lake ever observed by the Illinois Natural History
iurvev.
hat are long enough to interest anglers
ire so emaciated that they are not kept
vhen caught. Commonly, fish in these
rrowded lakes are about the same size as
ish one-half their age in properly cropped
vaters.
Although we have records of a number
)f lakes that have produced high fish
ields, in only one instance do we have a
:omplete story of overfishing. In this case,
Dnized Lake, fig. 4, the body of water
*vas relatively small and the fishing in-
ensity very heavy. During the 1939 fish-
ng season the hook-and-line yield was al-
nost 350 pounds per acre. The yield
;tudy covered a period of two seasons and
3art of a third. The yield was very high
luring the first season, but lower and
ower during the next two seasons. In the
the pyramid, fig. 3. The census included
a large number of fish, nearly all belong-
ing to the three youngest age groups.
Overfishing decreased the catch per man-
hour as well as the average size of the fish
caught, until few fish of desirable size were
taken. The effect of overfishing on the
growth rate of the population remaining
at the time of poisoning is being deter-
mined by scale studies. Apparently the
young fish that had escaped the anglers
were growing exceptionally fast. These
young fish were very numerous, suggesting
that, as the population thinned, the sur-
vival of spawn increased. None of the
species present when intensive fishing was
begun had been eliminated. Closing the
lake to fishing for one season would have
allowed many of these young fish to attain
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desirable size, and all evidence of over-
hshint; would have disappeared.
In coinparinj; the average size of the
rish caujiht and the catch per man-liour
from this lake, while it was overfished.
with catches from several underfished
waters, a striking similarity was found.
Ill both, the catch per man-hour was low.
In both, a very large per cent of the fish
caught were small. It is little wonder
that the average tisherman confuses under-
hshing with overfishing. The relation be-
tween size and age in fishes is the best
criterion for judging the status of a pop-
ulation. For e.xample, scales from 6-inch
bluegills taken from an overfished lake
show that the fish were less than 2 years
old. Scales from bluegills of the same size
taken from underfished lakes typicalh'
show from four to six annual rings. Lay-
men can often distinguish between fish
from an overpopulated lake and an under-
populated lake by the fact that those from
the former are usually thin bodied, have
large heads and unusually prominent eyes.
Experimental Combinations of Fish
The meagerness of hook-and-line fishing
furnished by many unmanaged artificial
lakes leaves little doubt as to the necessity
of proper management for the production
and maintenance of good fish yields. The
more common causes for poor yields are
summarized as follows:
1. Indiscriminate stocking—the intro-
duction of fish physiologically unsuited to
the artificial lake habitat or those of little
or no angling value.
2. Undesirable populations— those in
which rough fish or other species not use-
ful in fishing make up a large part of the
populations and compete with the hook-
and-line species.
3. Overpopulation — as in lakes con-
taining only desirable fish but so densely
populated that stunting results, which in
turn means poor fishing.
All of these causes may be controlled
in small artificial lakes, or in large lakes
that can be drained.
Lakes controlled by fishing clubs some-
times produce good sustained yields of fish
but, although the yearly crop and the catch
per man-hour remain at satisfactory levels,
there are great fluctuations in the abun-
dance of the various species from year to
year. To fishermen who have preferences
in fishing, these fluctuations are perhaps an
anno\ ance. The stud\ made by Thompson
(ms. unpublished) of the catch records of
Rinaker Lake near Carlinville illustrates
the extent of these variations. In Rinaker
Lake, where complete catch records are
available from 1932 to date, the important
species are largemouth bass, white crap-
pies, bluegills and bullheads. The catch of
bluegills remained most nearly constant
throughout this period of years, at 1.25 to
2.25 pounds per fisherman-day. Good
catches of bass were made from 1932
through 1936, and the crappie catch was
poor for these years. In 1937 the catch of
crappies reached an all-time high of 2.5
pounds per fisherman-day, and the catch
of bass was very low (less than 0.25
pound per fisherman-day). Since 1937
the bass catch has been steadily improving
and that of crappies decreasing. Bullheads
have remained at a low population level
throughout all years, but individuals
caught are of exceptionally large size. The
total hook-and-line yield for this lake has
averaged about 4 pounds per fisherman-
day and 100 pounds per acre per year
during this period.
A more or less constant yield of blue-
gills, with large fluctuations in catches of
crappies, bass and bullheads, seems to be
typical of lakes containing these species.
Usually, however, when crappies or bull-
heads reach their peak of abundance they
are not taken in sufficient numbers to pre-
vent stunting and to give bass an oppor-
tunity to make a "comeback." Fluctua-
tions of this kind make fishing for selected
species uncertain. In lakes such as Rin-
aker, the fish manager should attempt to
control the size of broods of young fish
produced each year, with the object of
maintaining a more nearly uniform pro-
portion among the different species.
The great seasonal variation in the suc-
cess of fishing for a selected species in lakes
containing many kinds of fish has led to
experimentation with single species and
simple combinations of more important
fish. In the stocking of many new ponds
and several large reservoirs in Illinois, an
attempt is being made to discover some
means of maintaining good bass fishing.
The combination of largemouth bass and
bluegills has the following points in its
favor
:
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Both species are well suited to the
ficial lake habitat and are much sought
anglers. The largemouth bass is Illi-
most important large game fish, and
bluegill is a favorite pan fish with fly
;rmen.
The bluegill is very prolific and
vns throughout the summer. Enough
ng are produced to maintain an ade-
hoopnets were fished for 1 week each
month from March to November, in-
clusive, during 1939, 1940, 1941 and part
of 1942, and all fish caught were removed
from the lake. Hook-and-line Hshing was
more effective than hoopnets in removing
largemouth bass. The total yields for these
years are shown in table 4.
As the lake was cropped, no attempt was
ible 4.—Fish yields from Fork Lake, near Mount Zion, 111.. 1939, 1940, 1941 and 1942.*
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ly numerous. The growth of bass was
about average for most lUinois waters,
Hg. 5.
The hook-and-line catch in Fork Lake
was 2.84 fish per man-hour in 1939; 3.23
fish per man-hour in 1940 and 2.98 in
1941. This catch was made up almost ex-
clusively of bass, as artificial baits having
hooks too large for bluegills were com-
monlx used. The figures on catch per man-
hour are based on both illegal and legal
bass, as all were kept. The maximum
catch was made in April, 1940, when 27
small bass were taken in 2 man-hours of
fishing.
Previous to the removal of rough fish
and bullheads in 1938, Fork Lake was
very muddy and devoid of aquatic vege-
tation. When these fish were removed and
replaced by bass and bluegills. the water
cleared and remained clear, and after a
few weeks the water weed, Fotaniogeton
foliosus Rafinesque, appeared. This weed
spread during 1939, 1940 and 1941, until
it fomied dense mats in all shallow water
up to 5 feet in depth. These dense tangles
of coarse vegetation offered excellent pro-
tection for young bluegills, but very little
food. During the summer of 1941 when
this vegetation was most abundant, small
bluegills and bass of all sizes grew slowly
because large numbers of young bluegills
swarmed in the plant mats, but found little
nourishment, and the bass were unable to
use them for food. However, in August
the weed practically disappeared within a
few weeks and almost concurrently the
bass became very fat, probably through
assimilation of the overabundant small
bluegills.
Higher aquatic plants are a detriment
to small artificial lakes in that they pro-
mote the survival of too many young fish,
fig. 6, and during their growing season
they take up nutrient materials and light
that would otherwise produce algae, the
basic food of the aquatic environment.
On July 8, 1942, the F"ork Lake experi-
ment was suddenly terminated by abnor-
mal precipitation. On this date, a rain of
approximately 4 inches caused the dam to
break near the center, and a part of the
Fig. 5.—Largemouth bass and bluegills from Fork Lake, near Mount Zion, 111., April, 1941,
showing 1938 brood bass and 1938, 1939 and 1940 brood bluegills.
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fish population was washed across a corn-
field and into a small creek below. By
chance Mr. Gernon P. Hesselschwerdt
and the author arrived at the lake when
about two-thirds of the water had passed
out of the basin. The larger fish remain-
ing in the lake at that time were captured
pounds. These bass had become so "edu-
cated" that few of them would enter hoop-
nets or bite on artificial baits.
About 30 large bluegills, belonging to
the 1938 brood (4 years old; weight be-
tween 0.50 and 0.75 pound each) were
taken, but most of the bluegills caught in
Fig. 6.—Aquatic vegetation planted by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service around a farm
pond in Adams County, 111. This type of vegetation, while useful in controlling soil erosion,
promotes the survival of too many young fish and often becomes so dense that bank fishing
is nearly impossible.
by placing a section of hoopnet lead across
the break. As it was impossible to estimate
the numbers of bass and bluegills that had
been washed out of the lake, particular
attention was directed to the remnants of
the original stock of fish. Thirty-four of
the original bass, averaging 1.76 pounds
each, were caught in the net and 32 were
left stranded in the lake basin. Apparently
the initial rush of water through the
broken levee was considerable, as corn
stalks were flattened over a wide area in
the field below the lake. Any fish near the
point of break must have been washed out
shortly after the dam gave way. It there-
fore does not seem unreasonable to assume
that nearly 100 of the original bass may
have been present. The bass population,
including the original stock, 1940, 1941
and 1942 broods, probably numbered sev-
eral thousand. The total weight of those
observed was estimated at about 200
the net were 1939 and 1940 brood fish
and averaged 6 inches long. Thousands
of young bluegills of the 1942 brood were
left stranded in beds of Potamogeton foli-
osus. None of the original bluegills were
taken.
Fish technicians and sportsmen have
long been interested in returns from fish
stocked in various waters, but little con-
crete information is available, except from
trout stream investigations.
The recognition of the original stock of
bass and bluegills recaptured from Fork
Lake was possible because scale samples
were taken from all fish. Moreover, as the
adult bluegills were 2 or more years old
when placed in the lake, they were easily
separated from the younger fish. Large-
mouth bass were stocked as fry in 1938,
and no young were spawned until 1940.
Thus no difficulty was encountered in
distinguishing them from the 1940 and
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1041 broods of bass. Tabic 5 gives the
luinibers of these fish recaptured in four
tishinj; seasons since the bass and bluegills
were placed in Kork Lake.
These returns must be considered nearly
"optimum" because the lake contained no
other fish w hen the bass and bluegills were
introduced, and food competition was kept
at a minimum by constant cropping. The
original bluegills could have suffered no
predation from the bass as they were al-
poor in crayfish, the bass-bluegill combina-
tion might be improved by introducing
crustaceans of species locally abundant.
5. Bass and bluegills will maintain
their numbers under intensive fishing. It
is estimated that Fork Lake was cropped
to the extent of about one-half of its car-
r\ing capacity for these species during the
4 years covered by the study.
6. In some lakes where the fishing
pressure is light, it may be necessary to
Table 5.—Returns from the original planting of 270 adult bluegills and 1,440 largemouth
bass fry in Fork Lake, June, 1938.
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individuals as large as 10.5 inches, and
many were from 8.5 to 10.0 inches. The
smallest fish taken was 4.5 inches long.
A few of the planted yearling bass were
caught and identified by their clipped dor-
sal fin. These had grown from less than
populations, such as frequently occur in
small glacial lakes, have been observed.
This difference is probably due to a great-
er variety and abundance of foods, other
than fish, that are available.
2. A lake containing only bass should
Fig. 7.—Bluegills from a new farm pond built by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service in
Adams County, 111. These fish averaged 0.10 pound when stocked in June of 1939 and 0.72
pound when recaptured, July, 1940. By 1941 this bluegill population had become badly stunted,
because of overpopulation resulting from natural spawn. No more large bluegills such as these
will be produced in this pond until the population is properly thinned.
7 inches at the time of their introduction,
to between 11.5 and 12.5 inches by Octo-
ber.
Two other experimental lakes, one con-
taining bass and one bass and Gainbusia
affinis (Baird & Girard), are being
studied. Neither has been followed long
enough to give much pertinent informa-
tion. However, several inferences based
on studies of bass populations in other
lakes seem to favor the use of this fish
alone or in combination with some min-
now of small size
:
1. Stunting (4 or 5 years to reach
legal length) in bass is apparently rare
in Illinois artificial lakes, as no stunted
maintain a larger population of these fish
than was found in most lakes inhabited by
mixed populations. In the lake census
work the largest bass population found
averaged 58 pounds per acre and this
represented only 14.8 per cent of the total
fish population (see tables 1 and 2).
3. A single brood of bass may show
a great deal of variation in the size of
individual fish shortly after the brood be-
comes scattered. The fact that smaller
individuals are eaten by the larger fish of
the same brood partiall\- eliminates the
danger of dominant slow-growing broods
of bass.
4. Although bass fry and fingerlings
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arc probably not so efficient as some other
small fish in utilizing the food resources of
a lake, their nutritive value as forage for
larger bass is certainly equal to that avail-
able from so-called forage species,
5. The use of a single large species
like the bass relieves the feeding pressure
on the small aquatic animals and may al-
low the development of stocks of larger
predatory invertebrates which furnish food
for bass.
6. Reasonable cropping of adults
should insure the survival of enough
young to maintain a well-balanced popu-
lation from the standpoint of the theoreti-
cal pyramid of numbers.
7. An abundance of crayfish may pla>
a significant role where bass are used alone,
as they form an important source of food
and thereby increase the survival of young
bass.
Other combinations of fishes are being
tested in 10 new farm ponds built by the
U. S. Soil Conservation Service. These
are as follows:
1. White crappies and bluegills.
2. Black crappies and bluegills.
3. White and black crappies and blue-
gills.
4. Black bullheads and bluegills.
In these lakes, now followed for 3 years,
the original stock grew very rapidly, fig.
7, and produced large broods of young
during the first year. Young fish were
stunted during the second and third years
because their food requirements became
greater than the lakes could supply. Un-
less efficient methods of limiting the spawn
arc intensi\ely applied, the combinations
listed above will invariably result in large
stunted populations of small fish, value-
less to hook-and-line fishermen.
Summary
1. The chief causes for poor hook-and-
line fishing in Illinois artificial lakes are
past improper stocking, large populations
of rough fish, or other species of little
value in angling, and stunting as a result
of overpopulation.
2. Fishes well suited to Illinois arti-
ficial lakes are largemouth bass, white and
black crappies, bluegills and black and
yellow bullheads. Other fish are apparent-
ly of little value in hook-and-line fishing.
3. Lakes should be cropped in order
to produce and maintain good yields. A
cropping plan should include measures to
control the numbers of fish of small size
as well as the total poundage of large fish
taken by anglers.
4. Simple combinations of fishes are
being tested to determine their value in
angling. The bass-bluegill combination ap-
pears to be one of the most satisfactory.
Information on the use of largemouth
bass alone is as yet inconclusive. Combina-
tions of crappies and bluegills or bluegills
and bullheads result in stunted popula-
tions. Unmanaged but heavily fished wa-
ters containing bass, crappies, bluegills and
bullheads show marked fluctuations in
numbers of bass, crappies and bullheads.
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September, 1941. 234 pp., frontis. + 181 figs., bibliog., index. $1.25.
Volume 22, Article 2.—Studies of North American Plecoptera, with special reference
to the fauna of Illinois. By T. H. Frison. September, 1942. 122 pp., frontis. + 126
figs., bibliog., index. $1.00.
B.—ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY CIRCULAR.
32.—Pleasure With Plants. By L. R. Tehon. November, 1942. (Second printing, with
revisions.) 32 pp., frontis. + 9 figs.
33.—Controlling Peach Insects in Illinois. By S. C. Chandler and W. P. Flint. August,
1939. 40 pp., frontis. + 32 figs.
34.—Rout the Weeds! Why, When and How. By L. R. Tehon. January, 1940. (Second
printing.) 47 pp., color frontis. + 13 figs.
35.—Diseases of Small Grain Crops in Illinois. By G. H. Boewe. September, 1939. 130
pp., frontis.
-f 47 figs.
86.—Planting and Care of Shade Trees. By J. E. Davis. March, 1941. 23 pp., frontia.
-f 16 figs.
37.—Outwitting Termites in Illinois. By W. E. McCauley and W. P. Flint. August,
1942. (Second printing.) 23 pp., frontis. + 19 figs.
38.—Windbreaks for Illinois Farmsteads. By J. E. Davis. February, 1942. (Second
printing.) 24 pp., frontis. + 19 figs.
39.—^How to Collect and Preserve Insects. By H. H. Ross. June, 1941. 48 pp., frontis.
+ 53 figs.
40.—Control of Roundheaded Apple Tree Borer. By S. C. Chandler and W. P. Flint
April, 1942. 8 pp., 6 figs.
C—ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY MANUAL.
1.—Fieldbook of Illinois Wild Flowers. By the staff. March, 1936. 406 pp., color
frontis. + 349 figs., index. $1.50.
Contents: Introduction; Key to families; Description of species (650).
2.—Fieldbook of Illinois Land Snails. By Frank Collins Baker. August, 1939. 166 pp.,
color frontis. + 170 figs., 8 pis. $1.00.
Contents: Land snails, what they are and where they live; Liand snails native to Illlnoifl;
Land snails Introduced from foreign countries; Land snails of uncertain presence in
Illinois; Bibliography; Check list of Illinois species; Index.
3.—^Fieldbook of Native Illinois Shrubs. By Leo R. Tehon. December, 1942. 307 pp.,
4 color pis. + 72 figs., glossary, index. $1.25.
Contents: Introduction, Description of species. Glossary, Index.
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